INTRODUCTION

Knowing how to critically appraise publications on diagnosis and treatment is an essential skill for a contemporary physician. There have recently been several publications with this aim. The Internet is revolutionizing the access to information exchange all over the world as it allows microcomputer users to access this information quickly and easily. Of these publications, some of them are available on the Internet without cost, in their entirety, and some with resources that would be impossible to have in the printed version.

Our objective is to highlight some websites which offer tools to facilitate a critical appraisal of the literature and the identification of relevant studies.

WEBSITES

http://hiru.mcmaster.ca/ebm

This is located at the site of the Health Information Resources Unit of McMaster University (Canada), and has the complete text of a series of articles published in the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) whose aim is to offer practical tools for critical reading of publications on therapy, diagnosis, prognosis, systematic reviews and other topics, as well as on-line calculators and pre-programmed database search strategies (see PubMed). On accessing the home page, select the item USER’S GUIDE on the left side of the screen, and then the desired item.

http://www.bmj.com/collections/read.htm

Another series which has been published with the same objective is available at the British Medical Association website. These are excerpts from T. Greenhalgh’s book “How to read a paper” (London, BMJ, 1997). The ten articles which can be accessed through the above site deal with the Medline database, getting your bearings, assessing the methodological quality of published papers, statistics for the non-statistician, articles about therapeutics, diagnosis and screening tests, economic analyses, systematic reviews and meta-analyses, and papers that go beyond numbers.


Since September 17th, 1997, the U.S. National Library of Medicine has made the Medline database (Medlars Online) available on the Internet, cost-free to the user. Although some websites which allowed their usage already existed, the direct access to the institution that produces the database is, in my opinion, more reliable. There are three possible access methods: a) basic search;
Clinical queries, which can be accessed via the left side of the screen, allows you to use a search strategy previously set up for each of the four categories: therapy, diagnosis, etiology and prognosis, automatically. You only have to key in your search theme, choose the category and determine whether the search result is sensible or specific. The strategy used can be observed through the Table item placed at the left side of the screen. The objective of these pre-programmed searches is to identify those articles which offer a good level of evidence.

Understanding how it is organized and what forms of bibliographic database recovery there are, may improve the results of your search. This may be achieved by reading the PubMed Help section and the article written by Lowe. We also should bear in mind that it is estimated that there are 30,000 biomedical journals in existence: Medline indexes 3,500; Embase (Excerpta Medica Database) indexes 4,000, of which 1,000 are different to those of Medline; Lilacs (Latin-American and Caribbean Health Science Literature Database) indexes 670 journals, only 41 of which are indexed by Medline and/or Embase. Due to the individual characteristics of each database, a search whose objective is to review a theme needs to be carried out in all the databases.

http://www.epm.br/cochrane

The Brazilian Cochrane Centre website has available three links of interest: a) abstracts of systematic reviews of the Cochrane Collaboration; b) Free Medline; c) Netting the Evidence; d) SciELO.

• Cochrane Collaboration abstracts are updated quarterly. In the second instalment of the 1998 edition, there are 377 available, all relating to a variety of therapeutic specialities.
• Free Medline is the access to PubMed.
• Netting the Evidence assembles a list of websites about evidence-based medicine, created and updated by Sheffield University (United Kingdom). An example of the items available is the journal BANDOLIER, which can be accessed via letter B. This journal publishes information on the usage of evidence-based medicine, and articles on diagnosis and treatment, amongst others.
• SciELO (The Scientific Electronic Library Online) is an electronic virtual library covering a selected collection of Brazilian Scientific Journals.

CONCLUSION

These websites can be extremely worthwhile, and can also serve as an initial guide on how to use the Internet as a source of information for understanding the critical evaluation of medical literature, one of the components of Evidence-Based Medicine.
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